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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the possibilities of altering human voice 

by modifying instantaneous complex frequency (ICF) of the 

speech signal. The proposed algorithm is based on the 

factorization of a band-limited, analytic signal into two 

factors: one fully characterized by its envelope and the other 

with positive instantaneous frequency (PIF). ICFs of both 

factors are estimated and modified for different sound 

effects. The algorithm is tested on short speech utterances 

and the results of these experiments are presented in the 

paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of presented in the paper work was to alter human 

voice by modifying instantaneous complex frequency (ICF) 

of the speech signal. ICF is a concept defined by Hahn [4] 

and based on the concept of instantaneous frequency (IF), 

which was firstly introduced with respect to FM 

modulations, widely used in telecommunications. Later, 

however, it became popular also in other applications, e.g. 

biomedical engineering, seismology, radiolocation, 

oceanography, underwater acoustics or sound processing. 

The main reason for applying IF in these fields is the 

nonstationarity of the signals used there. It is also the main 

reason for using IF in speech processing. The use of IF for 

speech analysis has been already widely investigated, e.g. in 

[2-3], [9-10], [12]. It was mainly used for estimating pitch as 

well as formants’ frequencies of speech. There have also 

been attempts of using IF for changing human voice [13], 

[15]. However, all the algorithms, that can be found in 

literature require processing speech in sub-bands, which 

considerably increases their complexity. The method 

described in this paper overcomes this problem. It is simple 

and fast and therefore can be used in real-time applications. 

The algorithm of voice transformation is based on ICF 

modification. Before ICF estimation and modification 

analytic representation of real signal is obtained and a bi-

factorization algorithm is applied. The two obtained factors 

are minimum-phase envelope and phase signal with positive 

instantaneous frequency . ICFs of both factors are estimated 

and modified in order to obtain different sound effects. The 

proposed modifications are all simple operations that 

introduce minimum delay. The entire algorithm can be 

reversed, i.e. one can obtain the signal from its ICF, 

multiplying the factors of bi-factorization restores the 

original analytic signal and then the real-valued signal can 

be calculated as the real part of the analytic signal. Of course 

after modifying ICF one obtains a transformed, different 

sounding voice.  

The details of the algorithm are presented in the next Section 

along with the description of the proposed modifications. 

Section III presents the results of experiments conducted for 

the recordings of polish vowels and short sentences. 

 

2. ALGORITHM DETAILS 

The main blocks of the proposed algorithm are signal bi-

factorization, ICF estimation and ICF modification. Before 

that, the complex representation of the real speech signal has 

to be computed. If we consider an arbitrarily modulated 

AM-FM signal )(cos)()( ttatx ϕ=  with instantaneous 

amplitude )(ta , and instantaneous phase )(tϕ , its analytic 

equivalent )(tu  is 

 
)()()}({)()( tj

T etatxjHtxtu ϕ=+=  (1) 

 

where { }TH stands for the ideal Hilbert transformer [4]. For 

the purposes of this algorithm a complex Hilbert filter is used 

instead of the Hilbert transformer. This will be explained 

further in the paper. 

 

2.1 Signal bi-factorization 
The second block of the algorithm is the signal bi-

factorization. This concept takes its origin in the theory  of 

spectral factorization described by Oppenheim et al. [11]. 

Taking advantage of the time-frequency dualism we can use 

the concept of spectral factorization to factorize a band-

limited analytic signal )(tu . As the result of the bi-

factorization we obtain two also analytic signals: minimum-

phase and all-phase ones. 

 

)()()( ttatu pifmp γ=  (3) 

 

where )(tamp  is the minimum-phase signal and )(tpifγ  is a 

phase signal with positive IF, called the all-phase signal 
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))(exp()()( tjtata mpmp ϕ=  (4) 

 

))(exp()( tjt pifpif ϕγ =  (5) 

 

In (4) and (5) )(tmpϕ , )(tpifϕ  are the instantaneous phases  

of )(tamp and )(tpifγ respectively. Instantaneous amplitude 

of )(tamp is equal to the instantaneous amplitude of )(tu  and 

)(tmpϕ  and )(ln ta  are a pair of Hilbert transforms. In order 

to compute both factors we first have to compute )(tmpϕ  as 

 

{ })(ln)( taHt Tmp =ϕ  (6) 

 

 Having that, )(tpifγ  is obtained simply by dividing )(tu  by 

)(tamp . Bi-factorization is described in detail in [8]. 

Factorization of speech signal into minimum-phase and all-

phase factors was already proposed by Kumaresan and Rao 

[9]. However, their method of computing factors is not based 

on their definitions. Instead, linear prediction in spectral 

domain is used and speech is processed in sub-bands. 

 

2.2 ICF estimation 
ICF is based on the concept of IF. The most widely used and 

accepted definition of IF was presented by Gabor (cited in 

[1]), followed later by Ville (cited in [1]). They defined IF of 

a real signal,  )(cos)()( ttatx ϕ=  as 
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One can also write the definition of instantaneous angular 

frequency 

 

dt

td
t

)(
)(

ϕ
ω =  (8) 

 

Analogically, Hahn defined ICF of a complex signal )(tu  as 

the first derivative of the instantaneous complex phase )(tp . 

The definition of )(tp  given by Hahn  [4] is 

 

)(ln)( tutp =  (9) 

The imaginary part of instantaneous complex phase is the 

instantaneous phase )(tϕ , while the real part is the log-

envelope of )(tu , )(ln)( tut =λ . ICF is then given by 
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If we investigate the real part, Re( ), of ICF we will see that 

 

)(
)(

)('
))(Re( t

ta

ta
ts σ==  (11) 

 

It is a measure of the relative speed of the changes of )(ta  

[4]. The imaginary part, Im( ), of ICF is 

 

)()(arg))(Im( ttu
dt

d
ts ω==  (12) 

 

This gives us 

 

)()()( tjtts ωσ +=  (13) 

 
a generalization of the time-independent complex frequency 

ωσ js += known from the circuit and signal theory and 

used to define the Laplace transformation [4]. Since in 

practice we deal with discrete-time signals, an estimation of 

discrete ICF is needed. For computational purposes, a good 

estimation is [14] 

 

]1[

][
Ln][

−
=

nu

nu
ns  (14) 

 

The accuracy of this estimation depends on the sampling 

rate. The more the signal is oversampled, the better 

estimation we obtain. Using (14) we can estimate ICFs of 

discrete-time minimum-phase and all-phase signals. 

Knowing that: 

1) ][][][ nnanu pifmp γ=  

2) ][][][ nananu mp ==  

3) 1][ =npifγ  

and considering (11)-(13) we can write that 

 

][][][ nsnsns pifmp +=  (15) 

][][][ njnns mpmp ωσ +=  (16) 

][][ njns pifpif ω=  (17) 

][][][ nnn pifmp ωωω +=  (18) 

 

where ][nsmp  and ][ns pif  are ICFs of ][namp  and ][npifγ   

respectively, and ][nmpω  and ][npifω  are their IFs. It is also 

worth emphasizing here that ][npifω  is always positive. 

 

2.3 Proposed modifications 
Four ICF modifications are proposed for altering the human 

voice [6]. All of them are simple operations of 

adding/subtracting or multiplying/dividing. When choosing 

the parameters of modifications it is important to limit their 

ranges in a manner that the spectrum of the obtained signal is 

not shifted to the negative frequencies and does not exceed 

the range of human hearing. The proposed modifications are: 
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1) Scaling ICF of the all-phase signal (multiplying or 

dividing ][ns pif  by a constant value c) 

2) Shifting ICF of the all-phase signal (adding vector ][nωc   

to ][npifω , only the imaginary part of ICF can be shifted 

since the real part equals zero and it should stay this way) 

3) Scaling real part of ICF of minimum-phase signal 

(multiplying  ][nσ  by c) 

4) Scaling imaginary part of ICF of minimum-phase signal 

(multiplying  ][nmpω  by c) 

After modifying ICF a new speech signal is synthesized by 

computing new minimum-phase and all-phase signals from 

their ICFs, using the inverse of formula (14), and then 

multiplying them [6]. 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

Figure 1 presents the block diagram of the proposed voice 

modification algorithm.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Block diagram of the modification algorithm. 

 

The consecutive blocks of the diagram are: 

� AH  – complex Hilbert filter 

� F – factorization block; 

� ICFE – ICF estimator; 

� ICF mod. – ICF modification block; 

� S – modified signal synthesis; 

� Re( ) – real part; 

 

Complex Hilbert filter is used for computing the complex 

representation of the real signal. u[n] is computed as a 

convolution of x[n] with the impulse response of a bandpass 

complex Hilbert filter ][nhA
 

 

][][][ nxnhnu A ∗=  (19) 

 

This filter limits the band of the signal to a desired range, 

200-8000 Hz, so that all significant formants are maintained. 

It is also applied at the end of the algorithm to the modified 

signal, since some of the proposed modifications may 

produce a non-analytic signal. Using the Hilbert filter once 

again guarantees that the signal obtained after modifications 

is analytic. 

The proposed algorithm was tested for speech recordings – 

polish vowels as well as short sentences spoken by men and 

women. Sampling frequency was 48 kHz.  

 

3.1 Analysis 

Figure 2 presents the results of bi-factorization and ICF 

estimation for vowel /a/. In the first column waveforms of the 

analytic equivalent of the speech signal (real part), as well as 

its minimum-phase and all-phase factors (real and imaginary 

parts) are plotted. The second column contains periodograms 

of the above mentioned signals. In the third column 

waveforms of IFs of the signals are plotted.  

Looking at the periodograms we can see that the minimum-

phase signal maintains in a certain degree the formant 

structure of the original signal. The spectra of ][nu  and 

][namp  are similar - the more minimum-phase ][nu  is, the 

more similar the spectra are. For pure minimum-phase signal 

they are identical [8], but the spectrum of ][nsmp  is shifted to 

zero on the frequency axis. The spectrum of all-phase signal 

is cumulated around 400-1000 Hz. It is also the range of 

power accumulation in ][nu  periodogram. The more 

minimum-phase ][nu  is, the narrower spectrum ][nγ pif  has. 

IF of ][nu , ][nω ,  is the sum of ][nmpω  and ][npifω . As it 

can be seen, the mean value of ][nmpω  is zero, while the 

mean values of ][nω  and ][npifω  are equal (about 570 Hz). 

The IF of all-phase signal is smooth and reflects the trend in 

][nω  waveform. 

 

3.2 Modification results 

In this paragraph changes of speech signal obtained by 

applying proposed modifications are shortly described. More 

detailed description can be found in [6]. To illustrate the 

obtained results, plots for six different modifications applied 

to a polish sentence spoken by a male are presented in figure 

3.  It can be seen that the proposed modifications do not 

change temporal structure of the sentence (the modified 

sentences are in synchronization with the original one). We 

can also see that trajectories of fundamental frequency do not 

change after the modifications (although, as it will be further 

noticed, the perceived pitch does change), so the intonation 

of the sentence remains unchanged. 

 

3.2.1 Scaling ICF of all-phase signal 

Scaling ICF of all-phase signal results foremost in the change 

of mean value of IF. As a consequence, signal’s spectrum is 

shifted on the frequency axis - to the right, if the scaling 

factor is greater than 1, or to the left if it is less than 1. 

Moreover, the higher the factor is, the less distinct the 

formants are. For 5.2>c  the formant structure practically 

disappears and the intelligibility of speech is considerably 

affected.  

The change of voice is mainly in its pitch. One can hear that 

the pitch is higher or lower for 1>c and 1<c  respectively. 

The timbre of the voice also changes. However, the higher c 

is (or closer to zero for 1<c ) the less natural the voice is.  

 

3.2.2 Shifting IF of all-phase signal 

Shifting IF of all-phase signal results only in the change of 

the mean value of IF of the speech signal and in the shift of 

the speech spectrum on the frequency axis, to the right or to 

the left, for ][nωc  grater or less than zero respectively. The 
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best results of voice change are obtained for ][nωc  equal to 

the multiple of fundamental frequency of speech signal. The 

pitch is then simply higher or lower. Therefore, a pitch 

estimation algorithm described by Kaniewska [7] was added. 

It is a real-time, pipeline algorithm. Pitch is estimated for 

every sample of speech. The obtained trajectory of 

fundamental frequency is then used for shifting ][npifω . 

 

Figure 2 –Bi-factorization of vowel /a/ (3 periods): waveforms (a-c) 

and periodograms (d-f) of ][nu , ][namp  and ][nγ pif ; waveforms 

of ][nω  (g), ][nmpω  (h)  and ][npifω  (i).  

 

Figure 3 – Speech waveforms (grey line) and estimated pitch (black 

line) for original speech (a), speech modified by scaling IF of all-

phase signal with c=1.05 (b) and c=0.95 (c), speech modified 

by scaling IF of minimum-phase signal with c=1.5 (d) and 

c=0.5 (e), speech modified by shifting down (f) and up (g) IF of 

all-phase signal by estimated fundamental frequency. 

3.2.3 Scaling real part of ICF of minimum-phase signal 

By scaling ][nσ  we change only the signals envelope. This 

change is nonlinear, since the envelope of the modified 

signal is the original envelope raised to the power of c. 

Linear modifications can be applied directly on ][na  [6]. 

We can observe two aspects of this modification: change in 

the sound’s level and in its dynamic range. For 1>c  the 

dynamic range (understood as minmax λλ − ) is bigger, for 

1<c  it is smaller. For c close to 3 the compression is so 

high that the quietest sounds become inaudible, which 

influences not only the sound quality, but also the speech 

intelligibility. 

 

3.2.4 Scaling IF of minimum-phase signal 

This modification does not cause the change of the mean 

value of the speech signal’s IF, therefore there is no shift of 

the signal’s spectrum. However, the formant structure of the 

speech signal changes. For smaller c further formants are 

attenuated. One can also set c to a negative value, but for 

1−<c  higher frequencies are excessively attenuated. 

The changes of voice are more delicate than for the 

modification of ][npifω . Only the timbre changes, the pitch 

remains unchanged. The most natural sounding voice is 

obtained for 3<c . For higher c the voice becomes cartoon-

like and for 5>c the intelligibility is considerably affected. 

 

3.2.5 Combinations of modifications 

The simple modifications described above can be combined 

for obtaining different voice changes simultaneously. First 

of all one can combine ][npifω  scaling and shifting. 

Another possible combination is the simultaneous change of 

][npifω  and ][nmpω . In the case when ][npifω  is 

increased by scaling or shifting (or both) we can scale 

][nmpω  with factor 1<c  in order to attenuate high 

frequencies and make the transformed voice more natural. 

Scaling ][nmpω  with factor 1>c  makes the sound more 

bright so we can use it when we decrease ][npifω . 

 

3.3 Listening tests 

The results of the speech modifications were evaluated in 

listening tests. The modifications chosen for the tests were: 

scaling imaginary part of ICF of minimum-phase signal, 

scaling imaginary part of ICF of all-phase signal, shifting 

imaginary part of ICF of all-phase signal, combination of 

scaling and shifting imaginary part of ICF of all-phase signal 

and combination of shifting imaginary part of ICF of all-

phase signal and scaling imaginary part of ICF of minimum-

phase signal. The modifications were applied to two male 

and two female voices. The evaluated set contained 20 

recordings, original voices were among them. They were 

played in random order. The participants of the test listened 

to the set twice. While the first listening, they were to 

evaluate the naturalness of the voices on a scale form 1 to 5 

with 0.5 step (5 being a completely natural voice). During 

second listening they were to evaluate the overall quality of 
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the heard speech. No parameters were defined for this test, 

the listeners could freely decide what they understand by 

“quality”. The scale was the same as in the first step, 5 being 

the best quality. 

The first conclusion drawn from the tests for speech 

naturalness was that voices with lower pitch were evaluated 

higher. The mean score for modified male voices was for no 

modification lower than 3, while the lowest mean score for a 

female voice modification was 1.7. 

The highest mean scores were given to voices modified by 

scaling imaginary part of ICF of minimum-phase signal (they 

varied from 3.5 to 5, higher for a lower scaling factor). 

However, these modifications introduced the most delicate 

changes to human voice (the speaker is fully recognizable). 

The same concerned modifications obtained by scaling 

imaginary part of ICF of all-phase signal by 1.19.0 << c . 

The modification that gave more significant voice changes 

was shifting imaginary part of ICF of all-phase signal by 

value equal to fundamental frequency. The mean score for 

these modifications varied from 2 to 4.5 when shifted up and 

from 1.7 to 3.5 when shifted down. Higher score was 

obtained when shifting was combined with scaling imaginary 

part of ICF of minimum-phase signal or imaginary part of 

ICF of all-phase signal (from 2.5 to 4.5, higher for male 

voices). Further improvements can also be achieved when 

only voiced parts of speech are modified. The 

voiced/unvoiced classification can be done sample-by-

sample, based on the value of lowpass filtered ][npifω  (this 

value is higher for unvoiced parts). The results of this 

improvement, however, were not yet subjected to listening 

tests. 

The second stage of tests showed that for about 75% of 

listeners naturalness of voice is correlated with the perceived 

speech quality, i.e. the recordings that were evaluated as not 

natural got also lower score in quality test. The quality was 

also evaluated lower when the factor of scaling imaginary 

part of ICF of minimum-phase signal was higher than 2 (this 

modification introduced audible clicking). 

The results of the tests showed that shifting imaginary part of 

ICF of all-phase signal by value equal to fundamental 

frequency combined with scaling imaginary part of ICF of 

minimum-phase signal or imaginary part of ICF of all-phase 

signal can be used to significantly change human voice and 

maintain, in high degree, its naturalness. This modification 

could be used in speaker depersonalization algorithms. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown in the paper that ICF can be used for changing 

human voice, its pitch and timbre. Moreover factorizing 

speech signal into minimum-phase and all-phase factors and 

then modifying ICFs of the factors individually produces 

different sound effects. The algorithm cannot be used for 

imitating a certain target speaker. Further research will 

include using the most natural sounding modifications for 

speaker depersonalization. 

The advantage of the proposed method over other algorithms 

that use IF is that it is fast and can operate in a sample-by-

sample mode. Only Hilbert filters introduce delay, but it can 

be minimized when the filters are optimally designed. This is 

a great advantage if the algorithm is used in real-time 

applications, e.g. speaker depersonalization. 
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